The following are selected letters written to my graduate advisor during my first
year of graduate school at Brooklyn College...

LETTER #4
Dear Tom,
Great week for
directing and studying
about directing. I
started the “week” late
on Saturday night with
another rehearsal of
“Poof!” with Ash and
Angella. We didn’t
have a room reserved
(due to my last minute
space request) but
found a small one that
was vacant. It was one
of the music rooms
adjacent to 307RE.
More of a closet than a
room, but that actually
served our purposes
quite well. This was
our first rehearsal “on
our feet” and we
began at the beginning
(a very good place to start). This hour and a half was primarily dedicated to helping Ash find
her first beat of the scene. This scene jumps out of a cannon from the very top and it’s a
diﬃcult moment to get into. Ash’s character must scream at her husband at the climax of a life
altering altercation. She was having a hard time discovering the sense of total desperation and
“fed up-idness” both in voice and in physicality that the character is experiencing. After some
inquiry, I discovered that Ash is rarely the kind of person who vehemently screams at people
and furthermore, she is not yet comfortable pretending to do it. I explored the “practical
aesthetic” scenario of “As if…” with her. She recalled the one time she was ever in a fist fight
when a girl spilled a soda on her and then the girl’s cousin approached Ash to fight her about
it. Ash ended up defending herself with a punch to the cousin. We did a situational improve
wherein Angella played the cousin and spilled a “drink” on Ash and let them experience a
conflict together. We found a little pitbull in Ash and were happy about the discovery. The first
page of the script is all Ash’s character dealing with this pile of ashes on the floor. I think it’s the
most challenging part of the scene to communicate. Her scene partner is a pile of ashes and
she has to be terrified of him materializing back into a human and beating her. I experimented
by turning the lights oﬀ and pretending that Angella was a hiding husband and instructed her to
poke Ash when she was least expecting it. This really worked well and Ash came out of it
mentally unscathed. She really connected to the visceral experience of this exercise. I
continued working with Ash for a bit on this first part and discovered Angella asleep in the
corner. Poor thing works 30 hours a week on top of production and school work. She is a
devoted actor. Needless to say at 8:38pm on a Saturday night, we called it quits.

On to William Ball. He had me at preface. This book is a genius choice and thank you for
having it on the list. I’m getting a really good sense of direction from him. I find myself
highlighting so much of the book that soon, it will all be highlighted and I’ll have to un-highlight
the parts that I want to stick out. Where to start… Unity. I love his concept that a piece of art is
something that has perfect Unity in that all it’s components are united in harmony. I love the
challenge of forcing a play or a musical to have a coherent system and to never break that
system. Why do people throw hotdogs in with frog legs! It seems obvious to me a flavor must
remain pure, no? There are so many things in this book that are inspiring me and also reaﬃrm
me as a director. His theory on intuition is a BIG one. To unlock the intuitive side in the actor
and let it be so free that it eventually starts “sending the good stuﬀ down” is an exciting
prospect and a true one at that! I used it in rehearsal today with Ash. I just kept saying yes to
her intuitive ideas and eventually she started having really good ideas. And ideas that were
better than what I was thinking too. And belief. Yes belief. If you don’t believe in the play, don’t
do it. I’m searching and searching for something I believe in now for my future assignments
and I won’t settle for something that I don’t think has general beauty at it’s core. I’m also now
trying to identify the predominant element in the things I’m working on. I asked my friend
Gregory Victor, who is a Jerome Robbins expert working for the Robbin’s foundation what he
thought the predominant element was for a musical. My specific question to him was if there
was a new, sixth element to be prescribed to the musical. He said if “music” was a
predominant element in a play, then it would just be a concert. We concluded that the same
five elements should be assigned to musicals. I’m saying that my Violent Femmes musical
(independent study) has the predominant element of theme. Truly, it seems that most theater
(that people want to see or are entertained and engaged by) has that same predominant
element with of course the allowance of the “secondary element to gracefully make itself
known”. And casting, yes. Casting is 80% of the work. I agree. Cast wrong and you cannot fix
the car. It will always keep trying to run on the wrong fuel. There will be more on Bill Ball…
On to Stanislaw Ignac Witkiewicz. First
fiance killed herself. And before he killed
himself, he convinced his new girl to try it
too. Thankfully she failed. “Do you vant to
get some coﬀee vis me Toemass? Eeet
vill be fun!”
I looked up Krapp’s Last Tape and
(clearly) some Romulus Linney. Not quite
right for my needs. I had my eyes on
Cyrano, but let it go. The dominant
element of language is not enough to
capture my interests as a director. That
may change of course…More play titles
you like???? This letter has not been
edited for sound. Please forgive any
unnecessary noise…

LETTER #6
Dear Tom,
A week of good and busy work. Searching for material for our next scene and one acts and
thesis. As I mentioned previously, I’ve discovered how many plays (and in such concentration)
there are available for free checking at the NYPAL.
I’ve been going there for years but never to look at
plays. They’ve been there waiting for me. It’s not
easy finding a play that fits both the practical
criteria of what we need at BC and whose
“general beauty” I also believe in. Some of the
plays and playwrights I’ve been exploring include:
Isreal Horowitz (Line & Acrobats), Joyce Carol
Oates, Steinbecks’, Of Mice and Men, Galati’s
Steinbeck’s, The Grapes of Wrath, Shepard oneacts and his Buried Child, Lanford Wilson, August
Wilson and Robert Wilson, more Shepard, Odets,
Bennett and Beckett, Hank Miller, less Rostand
and an even smaller amount of Stoppard. I liked
John Guare’s 10 minute play called, The Talking
Dog until I got to the end, which I still don’t quite
understand. Blue Window by Craig Lucas looks
colorful, some Vietnam from Rabe perhaps, a little
more Nottage and some lesser known, one act
Wilders. So… hmmm. I might just play Jenga with
them all and which ever one makes the pile
topple, I got with that one. It might just be All in
the Timing in the end. What should I do Bill Ball?
(a moment) Oh… he says to not stop looking until
I find a play that I feel passionate about.
Furthermore, he’s telling me not to just skim a few
lines, but to read an entire scene to get a
complete sense of character and style and story.
OK, thanks Bill. Sorry Tom, back to the letter…
When are we gonna hang out at your place play records and drink wine again!?
Last Friday was very helpful in class. It’s funny how some things are so obvious yet so elusive
to you while you’re in the work. We had rehearsal on the Monday and implemented everything
you and my cohort talked about. Implanted a table (duh!), queried Ash on how she might like to
arrange her living room (we moved the door DR), simplified the bit from the phone call to
Florence’s entrance, simplified Florence’s intention (just one, not many at the same time) and
brought in an ash pile. I’ve also added some costume pieces. After that rehearsal I read Ball’s
section on not interrupting. I instantly went mental (ly) back in my mind to see if I’d committed
this ill-bred crime and if so, how many times had I done this both in this rehearsal process and/
or in my career. It makes sense to let them discover with a complete run sans any interruption. I
will also begin to announce how many lines we will “take it for” when working through small
sections. This will allow them to expect the interruption and it will cease to be an interruption.

OK, what else? I visited the Robbin’s display on the ground floor of Perf Arts Library. Good
stuﬀ. Never will there be (or has been) a more prolific documentarian and preservationist of
one’s own work. He was like a homework hoarder. Thank goodness he was. We’re left with an
incredible trail of creative thinking and development on some of our histories best performing

art. And it’s his Birthday today! Happy Birthday Jerry! Check out this picture of Jerry Robbins’
bowling with the cast of Westside Story one night in 1958 after the show. If it was good enough
for Jerome Robbins to hang out with his cast then it’s good enough for us! Take those guys to
a ballgame!
Here’s another one of him
talking to George Abbott
with Irving Berlin in the
background circa 1940.

By they way, I took my family past your house
last Saturday on our way to the Brooklyn Bridge.
We stopped by Pisillo for a cup of coﬀee and a
hazelnut lobster claw. Little did you (or I) know
that every Friday last year I walked past your
house on my way to the public school (Spruce)
right across the street. I was working for Jaques
d’Amboise’s National Dance Institute. I’m not
stalking you! Or at least not oﬃcially…
Chloe (9), Caleb (7) and Jennifer ( )

Me and Jaques in his oﬃce.

LETTER #8
Very busy week. Woof. Sigh. Moan. All good though, I still love it.
Lot’s of work on Kazan this week. I won’t talk too much of him as I will be doing more of that
tomorrow, but I will mention a few things that are not going to be in the report. He had two
different directing lives. Film directing vs theater. The performance of a film happens just once.
The director has a handful of takes to get it right right. It is a bit of a desperate situation. And
desperate situations call for desperate measures. He could afford to push beyond what was
decent in these hot moments of a film shoot because they would wrap and it would be over and
the actors would get nominated. There was much forgiveness. In theater, the actors were in it
for the long haul and both director and actor had to find a sustainable process and performance
that could endure the long relationship of a theatrical run. I wonder if his rehearsal process for
film and theater fluctuated in this regard. Mostly, I’ve been researching his directing and
professional world and not
his personal world. I’ve
stumbled upon (prompted a
bit by you) some of his
extra-marital work, namely
his affair with Marilyn
Monroe. I wonder if the
flames of the ten-year rift
between him and Miller was
ever fueled by the sharing
of this woman. She was a
very prolific dater of superhigh profiled gents!

“The girl had little education and no knowledge except the knowledge of her own
experience; of that she had a great deal, and for an actor, that is the important kind of
knowledge. For her, I found,
everything was either completely
meaningless or completely personal.
She had no interest in abstract,
formal, or impersonal concepts but
was passionately devoted to her own
life’s experiences. What she needed
above all was to have her sense of
worth confirmed. -Kazan on
Monroe

Last Friday, I worked with Angella and Ash for an hour after class. We had a major breakthrough with Ash. She was holding back with that coat, as you may recall. I simply told her to
take the coat and destroy it. Thrash it against the floor. So she did it. And once she started, she
couldn’t stop. She started crying. I cautiously watched it play out for a minute and then knelt
down beside her and asked if she was OK. Turns out she has been frustrated with herself for
holding on too tightly to her emotions and not letting herself “go”. This is a recurring issue for
her. She finally allowed herself to FEEL the frustration and pain of this character. Ash also
mentioned how sad she feels for this character. Sure, there are some funny lines in this scene
and it’s comedic, but truly, it’s a tragic story. I think these two actors are discovering how much
emotional and physical energy is required to become someone else in a moment of extreme
distress.
Our final rehearsal was on Tuesday and they a great job, but only on the second run of the
attempt! Their process is such that they need a “warm up” run of the scene, then I re-ignite their
wants and then they bring the good stuff. Our goal, and we’ll see tomorrow if it’s accomplished,
is for them to “bring it” on the first go. They are doing some VERY good work. They both have a
natural ability to behave in an authentic and driven way on stage when they are honestly
pursuing their “want”. They have that great raw material that Gadge refers to. It’s funny because
in the beginning of this process, I thought that Angella had more natural acting ability than Ash.
Turns out, it’s the other way around. A lot of it boils down to vulnerability and concentration.
Being vulnerable enough to give yourself over and having enough concentration to follow
through with your intention. YOU’VE GOTTA BE RELENTLESS in your pursuit of your want.
Same for the director, otherwise, we are all stuck. I didn’t mention it in my Wolves paper, but
Angella seemed to be up to her old tricks again in The Wolves. Now that I know her, I can spot
it. In general, I felt that she was indicating the emotion instead of really playing her objective.
When one is feeling ill, in this case because she was starving herself, one tries not to SHOW
the illness, but instead, tries to fight against it. Ball talks about this. I can see the precise
moments in my scene when she drops out and starts indicating. But as long as I keep her
relentlessly pursuing her objective, she’s good. She is afraid of coming off as too aggressive. I
told her that that is what it’s all about.
Now, I’ve got to get back to my Kazan presentation preparation. My directing teacher is a little
wacko and if it’s not ready, I don’t know what will happen…

Letter #9
In his preface for King Hedley II, August Wilson wrote, “Before one can become an artist one
must first be. It is being in all facets, its many definitions, that endows the artist with an
immutable sense of himself that is necessary for the accomplishment of his task. Simply put,
art is beholden to the kiln in which the artist was fired.” It almost seems unfair to ask anyone
under the age of 25 to be an artist. Thier frame of reference in life is fairly limited. Even at 45, I
feel that I’ve only half-experienced life. I do feel, however, that I have enough to draw on to get
me through two years of grad school. The great thing about grad school is that one of it’s
specific functions is to help find the pottery that is to come out of one’s “kiln”.
I also think Mr. Wilson was hinting at the quality or richness of life experience. Directors should
aggressively suck the marrow out of daily experience, then turn around and cash it all in on
thier creations. New York is a great place for that. Kazan said, “I’m a New Yorker, I’ve lived in

New York for 68 years. The city’s the greatest source of stimulation. I always see things that
stimulate me, that shock, surprise, that lift up my spirits or depress me or make me worry or
make me anxious or make me mad.” There is a reason that New York City births so many great
creators- it’s a petri dish of human behavior and we have a front row microscope view. And if
you can stand the heat, there are many dishes to be drawn from this hellish kitchen. Of course,
in life, there is heat everywhere.
Oh, what a petri
dish this was for
early artists to
take samples
from.

I was very pleased with the way that Poof! came around. I thought Angella and Ash did a
wonderful job and I learned a lot about directing from this little journey. Building my toolbox
and gonna add to er with this next one. And if I a circus or a carnival comes to town, why I’ll go
to ‘er…
We started Lear rehearsals this week. Chris has boundless enthusiasm and energy as a
director. He’s super-present and is very keen on actor’s feedback. Last night was like a half and
half cone of torture and elation. The first two hours were spent tediously trying to unwind this
ball of tangled necklace chains that Young has written. I sat there literally having some sort of
mental paralysis about what to say if asked a question about the script. I started to loath the
playwright and condemn her for choosing this profession. Chris was having the actor’s read
passages of their monologue’s and repeat any activation words three times over as they went. I
pictured myself sitting in Ben Stein’s famous economic’s lecture from Ferris Bueller’s Day oﬀ,
“Bueller, Bueller, Bueller…” HOWEVER, things turned around dramatically (pun, yes)
Chris turned to me after much maze navigation and quizzed, “Matt, anything?” I told the room
that the tangible things were resonating with me. The things that I could touch, see and feel.
Motivated by that and/or other things, the table-work bounced back to our main metaphor of a
father who is sitting on his hospital dying bed. Chris placed all of the characters’ directly into
the hospital room or waiting room and then we started to analyze the passages within this

context. He also began to give a solid backstory to the other, unseen father, Gloucester. We
determined/decided that the siblings had all assembled in town for the funeral of Gloucester.
And we continued to attached the real contemporary parallel situations to the Lear, period
material and it all began to line up very well. The cast was excited and Chris, well, after one red
bull and a couple of chocolates, was bouncing like a rubber ball oﬀ the cinderblocks. It was a
very good session. The moral of this lesson is to let the despair live in the room, acknowledge
the confusion and
then find out if there
is a ladder out of
your Vietcong
boogie-trapped hole
in the ground.
Everyone clamped
together like the
plastic arms of the
monkeys-in-a-barrel
and pulled their way
out and up to the
light.
Work is continuing
on my Violent
Femmes
independent study. I
attended a concert
of the Violent
Femmes in Brooklyn
on Sunday night at a place called Brooklyn Steel. The band played several tunes that they
don’t normally play and I was motivated with several new story ideas as they relate to the
music. The great thing about being 45, is that I don’t mind going by myself (Jen was with the
kids) to a concert and standing, alone in the back. I quite enjoyed it. Mostly because I have a
very important and special task and also because I had a couple of Jack n’ Cokes, which
makes any concert more bearable.

Letter Number ??
So, diving into Chekhov. Here’s my very first and honest reaction to Chekhov- Huh? How
depressing. What’s the point?? But alas, this was my Americanized impatient surface-based
expectation to what a play should be. Once I
started to read Stella Adler’s advice/thoughts on
the material my opinion impressions began to
change and (will continue over the next 10 years )
to develop. “Don’t go to the words,” she says, “Go
to the character of the words.” And thus began my
current exploration into the backstory of the story
as it pertains to Chekhov. I highlighted what I
thought were the most important and helpful bits
from her Seagull chapter and then typed them up
for a quick reference guide. It’s three singlespaced pages of really good stuﬀ. She says that
“The literary side gives you the characters, the
theme, the keys, give you some words. But you
have to add ten thousand more pages to the
background.” In the same way, I must add ten
thousand moments of study to begin to unpack
Chekhov as a playwright. I’m either going to get
through this scene on intuition or merely stage a
successful entrance and nothing else. I can’t tell
yet if directing Chekhov will be a confirmation of
what I’ve always loved about theater or a
complete paradigm shift in directing. What I do
already know in my heart is the value of backstory.
I love filling in those unseen gaps of time before
we see the characters on stage. I’ve come to rely on the previous life of the characters to give
me action for the present. I was also relieved to read Adler write, “Throw all that sadness out.
The Russian thing isn’t sad and it isn’t phony….Everybody shares the past, that’s what unites
them… Reminiscence is their only happiness.” Isn’t that the way life is? We live, typically not in
the present but in the past and in the hopeful future. A good memory is a bottomless bank
account from which you can make a withdrawal from anytime and anywhere. That’s the true
takeaway from going on a vacation. Sure, it relaxes you in the moment and you might come
back refreshed, but in the long run, you take the memories with you for the rest of your life and
make continual withdrawals of happiness from this memory bank. You reminisce. And of
course, the memories are almost always more robust than that of the actual experience.
To get a better picture of the artist, I’ve been reading/listening to Chekhov’s short stories. It is
here that I realize the completeness of his understanding of humanity. Maybe it’s was the time
period, maybe it was his geography, maybe it was his dual occupation as doctor and artist, but
he seems to have had an uncannily accurate perception of all types of people. And to be sure,
there are ALL types in his plays. Every personality but the kitchen sink lives in The Seagull. The
vulgar, the loved, the loving, the desperate, the despot, the resigned, the hopeful, the
shattered, you name it, it’s in there. No doubt, there’s drama there. And as Adler puts it, “It’s
beautiful to act. If these Chekhovian people didn’t live and philosophize this way, they’d have
to commit suicide.” And some do, as it turns out. Man, Arkadina is such an obvious failure as a
parent. It’s wonderful and horrible how oblivious she is to it. Who needs Freud, when you’ve
got Chekhov? But the stories…Two stories are really staying with me, Misery and The Lottery

Ticket. Misery is beautiful and speaks to what is at the core of what it is to be human, humanity
through verbal communication. God gave us our mouths and voices and ears not just to hunt
with, but to interact with. There is a reason why inmates in prison go insane when locked up in
solitary confinement. We are hard-wired to share our thoughts with each other. We need it to
grow and to heal. Iona, the poor taxi driver who’s son has been dead a week has, “…not really
talked to anybody yet…He wants to talk of it properly, with deliberation…He wants to tell how
his son was taken ill, how he suﬀered…Yes, he has plenty to talk about now His listener ought
to sigh and exclaim and lament.” But none of his fares will listen and he must resort to talking
to his mare. It’s no wonder we see homeless people talking to themselves. We are hardwired!
But by whom? Ah, there lies the diﬀerence between Chekhov and I (or so I think). Chekhov
said, “I never loved anything. I understood everything, but I think electricity did more for people
than praying. I have a soul. But I respect my medical side more.” Interesting. I on the other
hand, love something (s) very much, understand very little and think praying will do a lot more
for me than utilities.
But we do have one very important thing in
common and that is the pleasure of
dreaming. Just like we reminisce of the past,
we dream of the future. Chekhov
understands this about humans and
communicates it with such accuracy and
aplomb. No finer an example I’ve found than
the moment the wife fantasizes winning
75,000 in The Lottery Ticket, “‘Yes, it would
be nice to buy an estate,’ said his wife, also
dreaming, and from her face it was evident
that she was enchanted by her thoughts.”
There seem to be three categories (so far) of
mental state in The Seagull. There are those
who dream of the past, those who daydream
in the present, and those who dream of the
future before them. Which one are you??

LETTER #17
I mentioned in my previous letter that Chekhov and I likely had differing opinions about God,
salvation and the afterlife. I must now amend that statement. In re-reading Uncle Vanya, I
realized that I wasn’t paying attention before. I clearly missed something extremely vital. I also
missed experiencing it at the end of our BC production. Sonya’s monologue. Dah! I’ve been
accused of not listening before and this is proof of my occasional mental absence. I was not “in
the room” when this happened. Chekhov writes a play-length psalm of lament in Uncle Vanya. It
is a beautiful painting of humanity in the depths of regret. But that is not how he leaves us at the
end of the play. He let’s Sonya offer hope to Vanya (and herself, and the whole lot for that
matter) in the everlasting. This isn’t just a poetic picture of human emotion at it’s most authentic
and raw state and nothing else. It’s a happy ending, possibly dependent upon what you believe.

“We’ll rest!” She says. “We’ll hear the angels
singing, we’ll see the diamonds of heaven,
and all our earthly woes will vanish…”. Fry
me brown if that doesn’t sounds hopeful. So I
looked into Chekhov’s spiritual temperature a
little further and discovered that his beliefs
were more ambiguous that I’d previously
thought. I found an article written by
Orthodox priest, Father Robert M. Arida of
the Holy Trinity Cathedral Diocese of New
England (pictured below with the Pope). In
2009, he wrote, “This quest for meaning often
leads Chekhov to those existential
crossroads where, rather than choosing one
particular path, he skillfully describes to his
audience slices of life which offer glimpses
into the pains, trials, doubts and joys of
human existence. Like a jazz or blues
musician, Chekhov offers spontaneous,
dissonant, crisp and open-ended
compositions, which often develop, from a
character or set of characters seeking to
scale the walls of personal loneliness and
alienation.” The term “open-ended” I think is
important. It’s likely Chekhov did believe that
Christ was his savior and at the end of the
day, it was He whom Chekhov would put his
faith in (it certainly wasn’t his fellow man), but
he did not evangelize in his writing. That
would have put him on an entirely different path.
I’ve been thinking about this a lot in my libretto
writing. I’ve purposefully avoided focusing on the
fact that The Shakers (the Christian sect whom I’m
basing my Violent Femmes musical on) we’re
founded by a woman named “Mother” Ann Lee.
This woman claimed that God is both man and woman and that she was the female
representation of Christ. And furthermore, that she was the second coming of Christ. Now this
puts a mighty ruffle in the beliefs of a Christian. But truth is holier than fiction, no? A writer/
director must embrace authenticity if he/she is to connect to an audience. So I’ve chosen to
adjust my libretto and include Mother Ann Lee in this story. Just because I’m telling a story,
doesn’t mean I’m selling everything in it. Biloxi Blues wouldn’t be a believable story if Simon
hadn’t included the expulsion and arrest of Hennessy, the gay character. Simon’s not selling
gay-bashing, he’s selling, in the end, “Dignity and Compassion” as Eugene states in the play.
One must get to the end of the play before he throws a tomato. When I asked my other mentor
(Tom, you too are my mentor, like it or not), Greg, about the racially charged language in Biloxi
Blues, he said “how could we expect an autobiographical play not to be honest about the
language it uses. Presentism has no place in memory plays in my opinion or we are just wasting
time and bound to learn nothing.”

Change of subject…I had a great rehearsal with Alexis and Francesca on Tuesday. The campus
was closed so I booked a (very) little studio with Shetler on West 54th, a few doors down from
Studio 54. I do not know these students at all, so we began just by me asking them about their
lives. Kazan would do this. Just have coffee with the potential actor and that was audition
enough. He didn’t need to hear them “act”. Some aspect of the role is either in a person or it’s
not. I believe this. And having a personal conversation with your actors to give them an
opportunity to talk about themselves breaks down three weeks of barriers in the rehearsal room.
It also helps you understand them better and as a result, understand better how you might direct
them. I’ve done this with all of my scene folks this year. Once there is familiarity in the room,
everyone is more relaxed. Relaxation, brings openness. Openness, brings the good stuff,
intuition! I made a point to put my script aside when they read the scene. They could feel my
eyes upon them and I do think that they felt important, empowered and cared for by me. We
must lift up the actor and honor her/him. They are all we’ve got and we are dependent upon
them. The director’s eye…yes. And it’s true that I could better listen to them and begin to
understand how to approach them in this scene. They still didn’t look at each other! We will be
addressing this tomorrow- maybe a little improve on what this relationship is. We had a lot of
very good discussion about the circumstances of Yelena and Sonya. At the heart of it, the sun is
peaking out after the storm and the fresh air is flowing in. This seems like a moment of great
release and relief. At long last, they can once again love each other and be the friends (at least
for a few moments) that they had become before Yelena married Sonya’s father. FYI, I too
would have had some “intelligent, accusing eyes” for Yelena if she married my dad. This scene
is very intimate. We’ll see if I can encourage/guide these two actors to dig deep and find that
vulnerability. I hope so.

Orthodox Christian, Dostoevsky below. Possibly contemplating the lessons he learned in the
Bible, the only book he was allowed to bring with him to prison.

